
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Painting and profane music were as little ______________ as the works of
the poets by whom the anxieties of earthly love are portrayed.
1.

(esteemed/esteeming)

esteemed

But the sentence of death seemed impending, and it is not
______________ that the things of this life seemed of small moment.
2.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

The substance is now weighed out in a piece of thin- ______________
glass tubing, closed at one end, and about two inches long.
3.

(walled/walling)
walled

Soon after his elder brother became king as Edward IV. in March 1461, he
was created duke of Clarence, and his youth was no bar to his appointment
as lord-lieutenant of Ireland in the ______________ year.

4.

(followed/following)
following

This tropical- ______________ bird loves the hottest weather, and I hear
him more in dog-days than at any other time.
5.

(colored/coloring)
colored

It was decided, however, that the best time for the dedication would be in
the ______________ year, upon the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the
settlement.

6.

(followed/following)
following

It is ______________ to note what may have taken place also in the last
generation.
7.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

They had walked up the short garden path, leaving Dick to settle with the
cabman, who had been nerving himself for a tussle, and was
______________ to find it unnecessary.

8.

(surprised/surprising)surprised

In the course of this debate the resolutions were still considered as
calculated to promote the interests, not of the ______________ States, but of
France.

9.

(united/uniting)
United

It was ______________ to see his scared little face brighten as he
climbed up and down the hard words and beheld my growing astonishment.
10.

(interested/interesting)

interesting
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As we travelled along the road, it was ______________ to see horses
and dogs roll in the snow; they enjoyed it!
11.

(amused/amusing)
amusing

So it is not ______________ that two centuries elapsed before the first
American statue made its shy and awkward appearance.
12.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

She wore a blue dress and a big white- ______________ linen
headdress.
13.

(winged/winging)
winged

So it is not ______________ that the Tibetans were somewhat
astonished at my answer.
14.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

In a thoughtful and courteous book on rural conditions in the
______________ States, by a distinguished English observer, the suggestion
was made that the woman in the farm home is the fitting person to keep the
accounts.

15.

(united/uniting)

United

I've minded him all day, and I'm ______________ of him.16. (tired/tiring)tired

Emily was very much ______________ with this little present; it was so
unexpected.
17.

(pleased/pleasing)
pleased

It would be ______________ to learn where his wealth came from.18.
(interested/interesting)

interesting

The most thorough barn structures, perhaps, to be seen in the
______________ States, are those of the State of Pennsylvania, built by the
German farmers of the lower and central counties.

19.

(united/uniting)
United

The figures in heavy- ______________ type refer to the pages; those in
plain type, to the lines containing what is explained.
20.

(faced/facing)
faced
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